ABSTRACT -NOT1CE-
INTRODUCTION
CIRCO is a transient, two-dimensional, Eulerian fluid dynamics computer program that uses a modified form of the MAC 1 ' 2 solution technique. It is particularly applicable to study of buoyancyinduced circulation patterns in incompressible fluid. The finite difference program solves the full NavierStokes equations coupled with a temperature transport equation in cylindrical coordinates with azimuthal symmetry.
In CIRCO, buoyancy circulation of a fluid can be initiated by:
• Nonuniform deposition of heat energy.
• Removal of heat from the working fluid through a heat exchanger.
• Forced convection induced by withdrawal of h«;ted fluid and return of cooled fluid. Thes-e capabilities make CIRCO a useful research and engineering tool for a variety of applications, including postaccident heat removal studies in nuclear reactor safety analysis and that reported here, study of circulation patterns in a spherical cavity tor the Pacer project. 1 Pacer is the name of a project designed to investigate the feasibility of economically generating electrical power from energy released by thermonuclear explosions. In this concept, a nuclear device is detonated in an underground cavity filled with a working fluid such as water or steam. Subsequently, the thermal energy from the explosion is extracted using heat exchangers and converted to electrical energy. The process is repeated periodically as the excess energy in the cavity is expended, thereby permitting continuous energy conversion.
To withdraw energy from the cavity efficiently, one must determine the idea! placement and pumping requirements of the heat exchangers. These can be determined with CIRCO by studying the circulation patterns of the working fluid using various heat exchanger configurations.
This report describes the CIRCO program. Included are brief descriptions of the technique (Sec. II) and the code (Sec. Ill), examples illustrating the code's capabilities (Sec. TV), and a listing of the program (Appendix).
II. THE TECHNIQUE

A. Equations
Investigation of the dynamics of a circulating, incompressible fluid requires solution of the full fluid flow and heat transport equations. In cylindrical coordinates, assuming azimuthal symmetry and constant fluid density, the momenta and temperature transport equations are: In these equations, u and v are the radial and axial velocities, respectively; p is the normalized pressure: T. the temperature: i\ the kinematic viscosity coefficient: and K, the heat conduction coefficient. Buoyancy effects are represented in Eq. (2) using the Bouasinesq approximation. Here, g z is the gravity acceleration; /3, the coefficient of thermal expansion: and T,_an average temperature in each horizontal layer. T is determined so that across any horizontal plane no net change of momentum results from huovancv effects.
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T{r,z)rdr cells are rectangular in cross section and of uniform size with radial and axial dimensions or and ftz, respectively. Each is characterized by a position index (i,j) that designates the center of the cell and its relative position within the mesh. Associated with each cell are the quantities that specify the local average fluid properties. The defined locations of the velocity components, the pressure, and the temperature in cell (i,j) are shown in Fig. 1 . The velocities are located on cell boundaries, whereas the pressure and temperature are defined at the center. The relative position of each quantity within a cell is denoted by the subscripts.
To begin the calculation, initial values of the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields are specified for each cell. These are used to advance the solution one time step, St. Thereafter, the process is repeated with the values of the dependent variables at a given time level, say n. used to obtain the solution at the new level, n + 1. Thus, the solution proceeds in time.
The solution procedure through one time cycle is composed of three separate phases: the intermediate time level velocity calculation, the pressure-velocity iteration, and the temperature calculation.
where R is the radial extent of the fluid region.
Fig. 1. Location of the cell variables in a cell (ij).
B. Tfc. Solution Procedure
In CIRCO, the governing differential equations are approximated by finite difference equations related to an Culerian mesh of computing cells. The 
fe.
in which the tildes denote the intermediate level and the superscripts denote the time levels for the terms on the right-hand side.
A variable donor cell difference procedure is used in the cross-derivative transport terms; an example
In this term, we define V n _1 i+'i.j+'d " 2 and .j -M) where and 0 < a < 0.5. The coefficient 13 \ takes on a value of 0.5 when a = 0 if so-called "interpolated donor cell differencing" is_desired: otherwise. #iis zero.
The definition ofT" + y> in Eq. (6) is given by 
where the indicated summation is over all pairs of cells for which each cell in the pair is a fluid cell.
Pressure and Velocity Iteration.
The next phase of the cycle is implicit: in it time level n + 1 values of pressure and velocity are determined. These are obtained so that the continuity equation is satisfied consistently with the boundary conditions for the problem. A complete description of the iteration process is given in Ref. 4 . Only'a brief outline is sketched here to indicate the basic approach.
Generally, the velocities from Eqs. (5) and (6) This process is repeated antil Eq. (9) is satisfied to within a specified amount t, where t is an acceptable error whose effects on the dynamics are negligible.
3. Temperature Calculation. With the final values of pressure and velocity determined for the cycle, the temperature transport equation is solved explicitly by in which the terms with coefficient (i + $) on the right-hand side have been added to overcome the elfects of unfavorable truncation errors introduced by the difference approximation.'The value of $ is an input constant that varies between zero and unity, with zero corresponding to exact lowest order truncation error removal, and larger values sometimes specified to introduce numerical smoothing. The difference form for the convection terms is derived using centered differences and the condition that the divergence of the velocity field must vanish.
C. Boundary Conditions
A number of different boundary conditions are permitted in CIRCO. These include conditions on both the velocity and temperature fields. Four kinds of velocity boundaries are defined:
• rigid, free-slip.
• rigid, no-slip, • inflow, • outflow. Rigid boundaries are defined to coincide with cell boundaries, and the normal velocity component on the boundary vanishes. The tangential component has a vanishing gradient across a free-slip boundary and is zero at the wall in the no-slip case (see Fig. 2 ). Inflow and outflow boundaries also coincide with cell boundaries, and the normal velocity components are specified values on these boundaries. The tangential component vanishes at inflow and outflow boundaries.
Two temperature condition options are available for rigid boundaries. Either the temperature is kept constant, or the wall is insulated so that there is no heat flon* across the boundary. At inflow boundaries, the temperature is kept constant, whereas the outflow boundary is insulated. To facilitate the CIRC'O logic, we surround the interior cells of the computation region with fictitious cells (see Kig. I). The boundary conditions are applied hy means of a cell-flagging scheme in which the computing and fictitious cells are labeled with appropriate flags to indicate the cell type and the condition imposed. Thus, associated with the computing mesh is an array of flags with the following definitions: FL = 1 (interior fluid cell), FL = 2 (rigid, free-slip, insulated wall or symmetry boundary I. Kl, = :! (rigid, no-slip, insulated wall). Fl. = 4 (rigid, free-slip, constant temperature wall). FL = r> (rigid, no-slip, constant temperature wall*. FL = 6 (inflow boundary), FL = 7 (outflow boundary).
Computations are performed only for each cell with FL = 1. Some of these fictitious cells may be within the interior region, when the flow region is not rectangular in cross section (see Fig. 5 ). As an example, consider the situation shown by Fig. 2 (top) in which a rigid, free-slip adiabatic boundary is located on the right boundary of cell (i,j) so that UJ + j/«; -0. The flag of cell (i + l,j) is FL i+ i,j = 2. The vcomponents of velocity are specified so that Vi + i.j * 1/2 = ^.j ± i/2, and Ti + t.j= Ty. In Fig. 2 (bottom), the configuration is that of a rigid, no-slip, constant temperature wall on the right of cell (i,j). In this case, FLi+i,j= 5, v,+ i,, ± i, -> = -v,,j ± \n, and Ti»i.j = 2T W -Tj,j, where T w is the constant wall temperature. Similar expressions are found for the other possible combinations.
D. Stability Conditions
The criteria for numerical stability of the finite difference equations in CIRCO are the usual ones for the MAC method 1 with an additional criterion for the temperature equation. The time step for a given cell size is chosen so that:
Here, the subscript, max. indicates the largest values of the indicated quantities in the computing mesh. 1' is given by r = 2{fir CIRCO has an automatic built-in time step control that has proved useful for application to cavity circulation problems. The time step is automatically increased by a factor TFACT. provided •<0. 15 where V IIlllx is the highest velocity in the computing mesh. Conversely, the time step is automatically decreased by a factor (TFACT) ~'. provided cards and calculating new problem constants. It such changes are desired, control returns to region 105. where the appropriate quantities are determined, and then advances to region :UiH>. When no changes are necessary, control proceeds directly in region The quantity. TFACT. is an input number in the code, and it is typically chosen to equal 2.0.
III. THE CODE
There are two major sections of CIRCf\ tne setup, or initialization, section and the calculational section. Figure -\ shows the code layout. In the initialization section, requirements for a particular problem are defined, including the information needed t" specify the initial and houndary conditions, and whether the problem is to use information stored on magnetic tape or data from cards. After these quantities are determined, control transfers to the calculational section where it remains for the duration of the computation. The primary 1 cell quantities, u. v. p. and T are calculated by the procedure described in Sec. II. The rest of this section amplifies on the initialization section and describes the computing mesh, input data, output options, and magnetic tape restart capabilities.
A. The Initialization Section
Requirements for the flow problem to he calculated are specified in the initialization section. The basic steps and decision points within the cockare summarized in Fig. 3 . The numbers in elongated ovals are FORTRAN statement numbers within the code.
CIRCO begins by reading two input cards, the tlrst containing the problem identification and the second including data that determine the initialization procedure. When a calculation is starting from initial data, the control proceeds to region 105. where other data cards are read, problem constants are computed, and initial quantities for the computing cells are set. Control is then transferred to the calculational section, which begins at region 10(K>. If. however, the problem is to be restarted from data stored on magnetic tape, the code branches to region 7500. where the tape is read. One can then change the tape information by reading additional data To represent a spherical cavity with the CIRCO computing mesh, the curved boundaries of the cavity are approximated by straight line segments coincident with cell boundaries, as Fig. ") indicates. Here the shaded region represents the nonfluid portion. This option is specified by setting SCN = 1.0 in the input data. The cavity radius is R2. and ZT = 2.0(R2».
Also shown in Fig. " > is an optional spherical heated portion (see Sec. HI-C) of the fluid whose circular cross section is .-similarly approximated by straight line segments coinciding wi»h cell boundaries. The region of radial dimension Rl is centered at height Zl above the cavity bottom. This represents a region whose temperature differs from thut of the surrounding fluid in the cavity at iniii;ii time. When SCN = 0.0. the heated portion is rectangular in cross section with radial dimensions Rl and it extends a length. ZI/2.0. above and below the axial location Zl.
The cavity boundary conditions are applied, according to the prescriptions of Sec. II-C in two steps. First, the cells bounding the fluid region on the top. right, and bottom are flagged appropriately for the velocity and temperature conditions specified for t he cavity walls. Further, the cells along the symmetry axis, the left boundary of the fluid region, are flagged as rigid, free-slip, insulated boundary cells. Second, segments of the cavity wall may require different velocity and temperature conditions to reflect the presence of inflow and outflow ports or cooling plates. This alteration is accomplished by using an optional set of input data which identifies the particular segment and the appropriate conditions (see Sec. HI-C). 
C. The Input Data
CIRCO's input card deck may consist of three categories of data. The first defines the source of the initializing information: the second, the general prohlem requirements; and the third, the special problem requirements. In this section we list the data cards, their FORTRAN format statements, and the quantities they contain.
Card No. 1 (Format: 10AH).
Columns 2-80 are used for the problem identification for prints and plots. To allow for carriage control, column 1 is left blank. This card is required for each problem. This card contains the quantities that determine the source of the initializing information. It must be included for each problem. TDl = the source identifier, where: 0.0 = a magnetic tape. 1.0 = data cards.
TD'2 = the tape dump number.
TTi'A = the flag that determines the procedure after a tape is processed, where: 0.0 = do not read data cards, 1.0 = read data cards. This card contains the same information as Card 1. but it is included only when TDl = 0.0. Otherwise, it is omitted from the input deck.
The quantities on Cards 4 through 14 define the general problem requirements, such as cell dimensions, initial fluid properties, boundary information, output specifications, and time-related quantities. These data are necessary if the calculation begins at a time of zero or if new data are required for problems restarted from magnetic tape. The floating point data on Cards 4 through 12 are stored in the XPUT array; the integer data on Cards 13 and 14 are stored in the NPUT array.
Card No. 4 (Format: 6x, 12, lOx, 3(6x, F12.5)) NUM = the number of floating point quantities stored in the XPUT array. DR = fir, the cell dimension in the r direction. DZ = (5z, the cell dimension in the z direction. DT = i5t, the initial value of the time increment.
Card No. 5 (Format: 4(f.x, F12."»)> Kl = tin-radial dimension of the optional interior heated region (default value = o.oi.
/.! = the center position in the /direction of the optional interior heated region measured from the liottom nl the cavity (default value = 0.0). Zl = the axial length ol the optional interior healed region (default value = 0.0). With a spherical cavity (SCN = 1.0). 7.1 = 2R1 produces a spherical interior heated region. For a nonspherical cavity (SCN = 0.0). the interior heated region is rectangular in cross section and of extent Rl X Zl.
K' J = tin-radial dimension of the computing mesh. Card No. 13 (Format: 6(6x, 16)) INUM = the number of integer quantities stored in the NPUT arrav. IBR = {, the maximum number of interior fluid cells in the radial direction (= R2/5r).
•IBR = -T, the maximum numher of interior fluid cells in the axial direction (s.ZT/5z). NPR = the number of cycles between prints on paper. NPL = the number of cycles between plots on microfilm. NWR = the number of cycles between writes on microfilm.
Card No. 14 (Format 6(6x, 16)) LPR = the long print flag, where: 1 = no long prints on paper. 2 = Un. h ' prints on paper. IAVR = the long write flag, where: 1 = no long writes on film.
2 -long writes on film. The final set of data is optional and varies in content for different problems. Included in this set are i.he requirements for special constant temperature, inflow, and outflow boundary segments. For each segment, two cl^ta cards are required. The first contains coordinates of the segment. RI.T. ZBT-RKT. and Z|i> (Fig. K) . The second includes the appropriate values of velocity and temperature. The data requirements for the three boundary types are:
•R RT 
D. Output Options
CIRCO results are recorded on printer paper and microfilm. The printer information includes the input data, long lists of values of the cell variables, and short prints containing the time, cycle number, number of iterations per cycle, and maximum velocity in the system. The input data are printed at the start of the calculation, whereas the long lists and short prints occur every NPR number of lime steps.
The same information also appears on microfilm together with contour plots of the primary variables and velocity vector plots. The numbu-of cycles between Ions lists on film is given by NWR. and Nl'l. is the number of cycles between plots. The short print information appears every cycle.
The code can automatically provide long lists on paper and film of the initial cell data and those at evde 1. Each long list contains i. j. FLg. Uj + i.ij. v;.n i j. pi.j. Di.j. and Ti.j, in that order, for every cell in the computing mesh. Appropriate headings are provided for easy identification.
The microfilm plots are optional: velocity vector plots are provided when VCTPL = 1.0: contour plots of pressure and temperature, when CNPLT = 1.0. The velocity plots show the flow direction and relative magnitude by plotting the scaled velocity at each cell center. Two types are available, one involving a constant scaling factor that depends on the input value VM. the other involving scaling that is determined by the maximum velocity in the system. In the latter, the vector length is determined so as not to exceed a celi dimension.
For each contour plot, the matrix of cell values is scanned to determine the minimum and maximum. Then, allowing for 21 lines, the contour interval is determined using the minimum and maximum limits. The contour lines are formed by joining points of equal value (interpolated between cell centers) with line segments. These plots contain the letters I, and H. which designate the locations of the minimum and maximum contour values, respectively.
E. Magnetic Tape Restarts
CIKCO can store data on magnetic tape at selected times during a run to permit restarting the problem from the stored information. The cell quantities and necessary problem constants are dumped on tape periodically during normal running of the code. The dump frequency is controlled by input quantities. DTCP and TFIN, and the time limit requested on the job card. Dumps are provided at regular intervals of eiapsed central processor time by specifying DTCP to he the number of seconds between dumps. Also, when the calculation reaches the problem time to finish (t = TFIN). a dump is automatically taken. If the time limit requested on the job card is reached before t = TFIN. a dump is provided shortly before the time limit is exceeded.
To suppress the use of magnetic tape, DTCP and TFIN must he set to values in excess of those anticipated for computer time and problem time, respectively. Specifying TDMP = 0.0 in the input data suppresses the dump just before the computer time request is exceeded.
Two options are available upon restart from tape: either the problem is continued using the data stored ;>n tape, or the input data for the problem require changes and new data cards must be read (see Sec. III-C). In the latter ease, provision is made to change input quantities, but the data for the cell variables are the information stored on tape.
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
This section presents the results of three applications of CIRCO to buoyancy-driven circulation within a rigid spherical cavity. Examples serve to familiarize the reader with CIRCO's capabilities and to show graphical code output. They relate specifically to Pacer project investigations and include, in order, working fluid circulation initiated:
• From the bouyancy induced by a localized hot region, which is the result of nonuniform distribution throughout the working fluid of heat from a single explosion, .
• From the buoyancy induced by removing heat from the working fluid through heat exchangers, and • From forced convection and buoyancy induced by withdrawing the heated working fluid into heat exchangers and returning the cooled fluid to the cavity.
A. Nonuniform Deposition of Heat Energy from an Explosion
The first example is buoyancy induced by an explosion in the cavity, in the absence of heat exchangers and forced convection. The explosion distributes heat energy unevenly, but the corresponding deposition of momentum is ignored. To represent the initial conditions, a heated, 600°K, 50-mradius spherical region is located on the axis 75 m from the bottom of the 200-m-radius spherical cavity. The initial temperature of the surrounding fluid is 500° K. As the buoyant fluid rises, clockwise circulation is produced. Gradually the temperature of the initially heated fluid decreases, the buoyant fluid hits the top of the cavity, and the circulation slows.
In this calculation, IBR = 40 and JBR = 80, so hr -hz = 5m. In this and the examples to follow, the heat conduction coefficient is constant, K = 1.25 m 2 /s, and the coefficient of volumetric expansion is d = 0.002/°K. Initially the fluid is at rest. The temperature gradient is depicted in the contour plot of Fig. 7 . which shows the relative location of the , heated region in the cavity. Figure 8 is a composite that -=hows the state of the fluid at t = 20, 50, and 70 s. These plots show the outline of the cavity region in the r-z cross section. The top row depicts the velocity vectors: the middle row, the temperature contours (isotherms); and the bottom, the pressure contours (isobars) at the three times. At t = 20 s, the induced circulation, as indicated in the velocity vector plot, is clockwise. The maximum velocity in the system, v max , is 16.9 m/s. By this time, the maximum temperature, T raa x, is 577°K. Associated with the vortex center of the circulation is a low-pressure region, whereas a highpressure region develops at the top of the heated region. The heated fluid continues to rise until, by 50 s, it has reached the top of the cavity and expanded radially to form a torus. A clockwise circulation is still maintained; however, v max is 9.5 m/s. T max at this time is 516 C K. The low-pressure region is still associated with the vortex center of the circulation. At 70.0 s, the fluid motion has slowed; v max is 4.6 m/s. The heated fluid continues to follow the cavity wall. It has cooled to a T max of 511°K. The lowpressure region remains closely associated with the vortex center.
B. The Presence of a Cooling Plate
The second example is circulation induced by the presence of a cooling plate off the cavity axis. The cavity is again 200 m in radius, and the working fluid is initially at a uniform temperature of 550°K. The cooling plate is kept at 300°K throughout the calculation. For this case, 5r = (iz = 10 m. Table I is the printout of the input data for this problem showing the additional information needed to define the cooling plate. This printout appears both on paper and microfilm.
The cooling plate is a toroidal section of a cap on the wall in the upper part of the cavity. Starting 130 m from the axis and extending to a radius of 160 m, it is located 330-360 m above the bottom. Figure 9 shows the isotherm plot at cycle 1 when the fluid immediately around the plate is cooled to .V24°K. The temperature difference between the wall and the fluid induces a circulation that at first rotates generally clockwise in the r-z cross-sectional plane. Subsequently, the circulation patterns become very complex showing breakup and coalescence of eddies within the cavity. This behavior is seen in Fig. 10 , which shows the velocities at 120 s (200 time steps) and 520 s (1000 time steps). The maximum velocity at 120 s is 11.1 m/s; that at 520 s is 5.1 m/s. The circulation pattern at the later time shows that the single large vortex formed initially breaks up into a series of vortices that continue to interact, causing further breakup and coalescence.
C. Forced Convection
The final sample calculation is that of coupled forced convection and buoyancy in which working fluid is withdrawn from the cavity at 1450 kg/s. Fluid, cooled to 100°K after passage through a heat exchanger, is introduced through a one-cell opening at the top left of the computing mesh. The heated fluid is withdrawn through an adjacent cell. This configuration represents inflow and outflow through coaxial cylindrical pipes.
Unlike the circulation patterns observed in the cooling plate problem, this calculation shows a counterclockwise circulation in the r-z plane. The general pattern formed in the first 5 min of cavity operation is maintained throughout 12 h of operation. Furthermore, there is no short-circuiting of the Figure 11 summarizes the results of this calculation by showing the velocity vectors and temperature contours at 1 and 12 h during cavity operation. The cooled fluid introduced on the cavity axis accelerates as it flows down the axis to the bottom. The velocity at the inflow port is held constant at 0.17 m/s. After 1 h of operation, the maximum velocity in the cavity is 6.8 m/s, and it is still 6.6 m/s after 12 h of operation. At t = 12 h, the average cavity temperature is 532°K, down from the initial 550°K. The isotherm plots at the two times are similar in shape, the maximum cell temperature being 552°K and the minimum 492°K after 1 h. These temperatures reduce to 533 and 474°K, respectively, at 12 h.
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